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comparing the bbfc and the mpaa and how antichrist film May 20 2024 the bbfc have a range of
options available when classifying films and many of them are similar to those of the mpaa while just
a couple are crucially different
bbfc pg mpaa pg 13 an analysis of who got it right for Apr 19 2024 the mpaa self describes pg
13 as a sterner warning to parents than a pg while the bbfc refers to their pg category as containing
content that shouldn t unsettle distress a child who is eight years or older
mpaa bbfc pegi what are your thoughts on censorship reddit Mar 18 2024 i think the mpaa fails
criteria 1 since they re a secretive board with unfair biases sex gets a higher rating than violence
gay sex gets a higher rating than straight sex etc by contrast i think the bbfc is excellent at being
fair consistent and transparent all their full rulings are available online in great detail
friday the 13th films detailed bbfc and mpaa cuts Feb 17 2024 cut for an mpaa r rating the bbfc
made further cuts for vhs but the uk cinema release and dvds are the r rated version summary
review saving the best for last sort of
episode 2 bbfc vs mpaa youtube Jan 16 2024 in this episode we discuss the similarities and
differences the bbfc and mpaa share features guests rob bavister twitter com bobbatron s 21 and
skinny e media twitter com
british board of film classification wikipedia Dec 15 2023 the british board of film classification
bbfc previously the british board of film censors is a non governmental organisation founded by the
british film industry in 1912 and responsible for the national classification and censorship of films
exhibited at cinemas and video works such as television programmes trailers adverts public
the history of mpaa ratings the script lab Nov 14 2023 also established by its film industry
great britain s british board of film classification bbfc like the mpaa is an independent non
governmental entity established in 1912 its board rates with six classifiers in a considerably more
nuanced approach
in the name of the nation media classification Oct 13 2023 in the 1960s as the mpaa confronted
potential state intervention the situations of the mpaa and bbfc were actually quite similar both
relied on industry regulation and funding and both were confronting criticisms of their censorship on
the one hand and limit testing new films on the other
hammer films detailed bbfc and mpaa cuts melon farmers Sep 12 2023 bbfc category cuts were
required for an a rated cinema release in 1959 animal cruelty cuts were required for a 15 rated vhs
release in 1996 but these video cuts were waived for 15 rated blu ray in 2018 there are now 3
versions on home video a cut us version a uk version and a slightly longer integral version summary
notes
age ratings and film classification bbfc Aug 11 2023 bbfc age ratings can help parents decide if
films and tv shows are right for their family you ll see age ratings like u pg and 12 in the cinema on
dvds and on streaming services
bbfc uk or mpaa us avforums Jul 10 2023 this is an excellent article from the bbfc themselves
about the problems and differences between the bbfc and the mpaa boards as well as including
examples of differences in the way that the same film can be rated differently between the us and
the uk
most jarring film classifications you can think of r Jun 09 2023 when it comes to horror i ve
noticed the bbfc s classification is generally based more on the content in the film than the intensity
a film can be deeply terrifying or intense but as long as it doesn t contain any upsetting or adult
imagery the film s rating won t be affected
why is the american mpaa rating nc 17 considered reddit May 08 2023 why is the american mpaa
rating nc 17 considered more taboo than the uk bbfc equivalent of 18 both disallow anyone under
the age of an adult considered 17 in the us and 18 in uk from going to see that film
movies ratings ratings guide ign Apr 07 2023 movies ratings as managed by separate organizations
in various countries and regions around the world advertisement ratings board country region bbfc
united kingdom mpaa united states
a nightmare on elm street detailed bbfc and mpaa cuts Mar 06 2023 the us collectors edition
laserdisc elite entertainment details cuts made as the film went through the mpaa 5s tina s corpse
hitting the bed and the resultant large splash of blood all over her boyfriend rod
bbfc decisions you agree disagree with page 325 blu Feb 05 2023 a new documentary called
skywalkers a love story is one of those interesting cases where the bbfc and mpaa had entirely
different reasons for giving out a high rating in america it was given



japan s equivalent to the fcpa mere paper compliance with Jan 04 2023 japan has
implemented the convention through provisions in the unfair competition prevention law ucpl 1 as
initially enacted the foreign bribery provisions in the ucpl were subject to criticism
baft master participation agreements mpas Dec 03 2022 the 2022 mpas or often referenced as
a master risk participation agreement mrpa as they deal with risk serve as the industry standard
framework for banks and their counterparties when they buy and sell trade finance related assets
globally
bbp abbreviation meaning all acronyms Nov 02 2022 most common bbp abbreviation full forms
updated in may 2022
jaws films bbfc and mpaa cuts melon farmers Oct 01 2022 it was the first jaws film to be rated pg 13
by the mpaa in the united states for violence after which it was submitted to the bbfc for a british
theatrical certificate unsurprisingly the board demanded cuts for a pg rating in the uk
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